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Introduction
In this paper we obtain partial Poitou-Tate exact sequences for arbitrary 1-motives M K over arbitrary global fields K, i.e., we do not assume that X 1 (M K ) is finite and treat p-components in the function field case, where p is the characteristic of K. The following is the main result of the paper. For an abelian topological group B, let B ∧ denote the completion of B with respect to the family of open subgroups of finite index.
Main Theorem. Let M K be a 1-motive over a global field K. Then there exist canonical exact sequences
The (hyper-)cohomology appearing above is flat (fppf) cohomology. The groups P i (M K ) are the restricted direct products of the groups H i (K v , M) with respect to certain subgroups and T Sel(M K ) is the pro-Selmer group of M K . If X 1 (M K ) is finite, then T Sel(M K ) ∧ and X 1 (M * K ) D are canonically isomorphic to H 0 (K, M) ∧ and X 1 (M K ), respectively (see [4] , Corollary 4.9 and Remark 5.10, and [2] , Theorem 6.6). In this case the exact sequences of the theorem can be spliced together to yield a 12-term Poitou-Tate exact sequence for M K (see Corollary 3.8 below for the precise statement). Such a sequence was first obtained by D.Harari and T.Szamuely in the number field case [4] , Theorem 5.6, p.120.
The above theorem will be applied in our forthcoming paper [3] to establish a generalized Cassels-Tate dual exact sequence for 1-motives.
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Preliminaries
Let K be a global field, i.e. K is a finite extension of Q (the "number field case") or is finitely generated and of transcendence degree 1 over a finite field of constants k (the "function field case"). The letter X will denote either the spectrum of the ring of integers of K (in the number field case) or the unique smooth complete curve over k with function field K (in the function field case). The completion of K at a prime v will be denoted by K v . If v is nonarchimedean, O v will denote the ring of integers of K v . If v is archimedean, we define O v to be K v . Now, if B is an abelian topological group, define B ∧ = lim ← −n>0 B/n with the inverse limit topology, where each factor group B/n = B/nB is given the quotient topology. For any n, B n will denote the n-torsion subgroup of B and T B = lim ← −n B n is the total Tate module of B. On the other hand, B ∧ will denote the completion of B with respect to the family S of open subgroups of finite index, i.e., B ∧ = lim ← −I∈S B/I. It is not difficult to see that there exists a canonical isomorphism (B ∧ ) ∧ = B ∧ , which shows that there exists a natural map B ∧ → B ∧ . If B is profinite (i.e., compact, Hausdorff and totally disconnected), then the latter map is a topological isomorphism (see, e.g., [8] , Theorem 19.9 and its proof, p.172). We set B D = Hom cont. (B, Q/Z ), where Q/Z is given the discrete topology, and endow this group with the compactopen topology. Recall that a continuous homomorphism f : A → B of topological groups is said to be a strict morphism if the induced map A/Ker f → Im f is an isomorphism of topological groups. Equivalently, f is strict if it is open onto its image (see [1] , §III.2.8, Proposition 24(b), p.236). We will use, without explicit mention, the fact that the Pontryagin dual of a countable inverse (resp. direct) limit of locally compact groups is the direct (resp. inverse) limit of the duals of the groups involved [6] .
All cohomology groups below are flat (fppf) cohomology groups.
where Y isétale-locally isomorphic to Z r for some r and G is a semiabelian scheme (for the basic information on 1-motives that we need, see [4] , §1, or [2] , §3). Let n be a positive integer. The n-adic realization of M K is a finite and flat K-group scheme T Z /n (M K ) which fits into an exact sequence
There exists a perfect pairing
K is the 1-motive dual to M K and µ n is the sheaf of n-th roots of unity. Further, given positive integers n and m with n | m, there exist canonical maps
If v is archimedean and i ≥ −1, H i (K v , M) will denote the reduced (Tate) hypercohomology groups of M K defined in [4] , p.103. For i ≥ 1, the groups H i (K v , M) will be given the discrete topology. If v is nonarchimedean, we endow H 0 (K v , M) with the topology defined in [4] , p.99. Thus there exists an exact sequence 0
where L is a finitely generated abelian subgroup of G(K v ). Let n be a positive integer. The group G(K v )/n is profinite (see [2] , beginning of §5), so the exactness of
shows that I/n is profinite as well. Now the exactness of
For i ≥ 0, we will write P i (M K ) for the restricted direct product over all primes of K of the groups H i (K v , M) with respect to the subgroups
for v ∈ U, where U is any nonempty open subscheme of X such that M extends to a 1-motive M over U. The groups P i (F K ) are defined similarly for any abelian fppf sheaf F K over Spec K. By [4] , Lemma 5.3, p.118
It is therefore a Hausdorff, locally compact and σ-compact group (see, e.g., [5] , 6.16(c), p.57). Further, by [4] , Theorems 2.3 and 2.10, the dual of
where the latter group is given the discrete topology.
We will need the following
be an exact sequence of abelian topological groups and strict morphisms. If C → C ∧ is injective, then
Proof of the main theorem
For any positive integer n, there exists a canonical exact commutative diagram (1)
where the vertical maps are induced by the canonical morphisms Spec K v → Spec K. For the exactness of the rows, see [4] , p.109. Now, for i = 1 or 2, set
and let
where the map involved is the composite
Further, set
Since (H 0 (K, M)/n) and (P 0 (M K ) /n) are inverse systems with surjective transition maps, the inverse limit of (1) is an exact commutative diagram
The above diagram induces an exact sequence
Lemma 3.1. T Sel(M K ) is locally compact and σ-compact.
Proof. By [4] , Lemma 3.2(2), and [2] , Lemma 6.5, X 1 (M K ) is a torsion group of finite cotype, so T X 1 (M K ) is profinite. Thus, by (3), it suffices to check that H 0 (K, M) ∧ is locally compact and σ-compact (see, e.g., [8] , Theorem 6.10(c), p.57). Since
where F is finite and I is a quotient of G(K) by a finitely generated subgroup (cf. [4] , p.99). Consequently, for any positive integer n, there exists an exact sequence
We are thus reduced to showing that I ∧ is locally compact and σ-compact. Since I is a quotient of G(K) by a finitely generated abelian group, we are further reduced to showing that G(K) ∧ is locally compact and σ-compact. Now the Mordell-Weil theorem shows that G(K) is an extension of a finitely generated abelian group by T (K), so we may assume that G = T . Using the fact that T splits over some finite Galois extension of K, we are finally reduced to showing that K * ∧ is locally compact and σ-compact. There exist finitely generated abelian groups A 1 and A 2 and an exact sequence
where the sum extends over all non-archimedean primes of K (see, e.g., [7] , proof of Proposition II.2.1, p.202). The result now follows from the fact that v Z ∧ is locally compact and σ-compact.
Proof. This is immediate from diagram (2).
Now, by definition of T Sel(M K ), diagram (2) yields a canonical map
whose kernel will be denoted by T Sel ∧ (M K ).
Proposition 3.3.
, where the first group is profinite and the second is discrete and torsion.
Proof. (Cf. [4] , proof of Proposition 5.1, p.119) There exists a canonical exact commutative diagram
The top row is exact by Lemma 3.2. Clearly, T Sel ∧ (M K ) = Ker (θ 0 ) = Ker (θ). Now, by Poitou-Tate duality for finite modules ( [7] , Theorem I.4.10, p.70, and [2] , Theorem 4.9), for each n there exists a perfect pairing of finite groups
, which completes the proof.
Lemma 3.4. θ 0 is a strict morphism.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the fact that a continuous homomorphism from a locally compact and σ-compact group onto a locally compact group is strict ( [5] , Theorem 5.29, p.42), it suffices to check that Im θ 0 is locally compact. Since P 0 (M K ) ∧ is a locally compact Hausdorff group, the latter is equivalent to Im θ 0 being closed in P 0 (M K ) ∧ (see, e.g., [8] , Theorem 4.8, p.45). Now the image of the map θ in diagram (4) can be identified with the kernel of the map
coming from the Poitou-Tate exact sequence for finite modules ( [7] , Theorem I.4.10, p.70, and [2] , Theorem 4.12). This identification uses the fact that lim ← −
(1) n X 1 (T Z /n (M K )) = 0, which holds since each group (4) shows that Im θ 0 can be identified with the kernel of the continuous composite map
There exists a natural commutative diagram
where β 0 = θ 0 .
Lemma 3.5. The vertical maps in the preceding diagram are injective.
Proof. (Cf. [4] , proof of Proposition 5.4, p.119) Let ξ = (ξ n ) ∈ T Sel(M K ) be nonzero. Then, for some n, ξ n ∈ Sel(M K ) n is nonzero. But [4] , Lemma 5.5, shows that the canonical map Sel(
injective, whence the image of ξ n in Sel(M K ) ∧ n is nonzero, i.e., there exists a subgroup N of Sel(M K ) n , of finite index, such that ξ n / ∈ N. Consequently, ξ is not contained in the inverse image of N under the canonical map
∧ is nonzero. The injectivity of the right-hand vertical map in (5) in the number field case was established in [4] 
Consequently, the image of x under the canonical map
This completes the proof. (5) is an isomorphism.
Proof. The injectivity of the above map is immediate from Lemma 3.5. Now, by Lemmas 2.1, 3.4 and 3.5, the exact sequence
But (Ker θ 0 ) ∧ = Ker θ 0 since Ker θ 0 is profinite by Proposition 3.3, so Ker θ 0 → Ker β 0 is indeed surjective.
For each v and any n ≥ 1, there exists a canonical pairing 
where ξ| Kv is the image of ξ under the canonical map
n (that the sum is actually finite follows from the fact that 2 The proof given in [loc.cit.] breaks down in the function field case because
n for all but finitely many primes v). We now consider the map
Then there exists a natural complex
Cf. [4] , p.122. Now, as noted in the proof of Lemma 3.4, Im θ 0 is the kernel of the composite map
Further, there exists a natural commutative diagram
where the bottom map is the dual of the surjection of discrete groups 
where γ 0 = (γ ′ 0 ) ∧ , is exact. We can now complete the proof of the main theorem. The first exact sequence in the statement of the main theorem consists of profinite groups and continuous homomorphisms, so each morphism is strict ( [1] , §III.2.8, p.237). Therefore the dual sequence is also exact ( [8] , Theorem 23. 7, p.196) . We obtain the second sequence of the main theorem by interchanging the roles of M and M * in this dual sequence. Thus, it suffices to check the exactness of the first sequence in the main theorem. The exactness of the first line of this sequence may be shown exactly as in [4] , p.122, using [2] , Theorem 4.12, and noting that [4] , Lemma 5.8, remains valid (with the same proof) in the function field case. Exactness at T Sel(M K ) ∧ comes from Propositions 3.3 and 3.6. The exactness of the second line of the first sequence was shown above. Finally, the map γ 0 is the dual of the natural map H 1 (K, M * ) → P 1 (M * K ) tors , and this completes the proof. As explained in the Introduction, our main theorem has the following corollary (which extends [4] , Theorem 5.6, p.120, to the function field case).
